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Abstrat. The subjet of the present work is an investigation of the relationship "Sun-

Climate" for the territory of Central Bulgaria for the period from the end of 18th to the

beginning of 21st entury, based on dendro-hronoligial data. For this purpose the smoothed

time series of the widths of annual rings of two beeh samples from the region of Central

Balkan Range are used. Speial attention is paid to the 22 yr osillations in the growth

of tree mass and the relationship between the osillation amplitude and the phase of solar

yles with sub-entury and two-entury duration. It is shown that the attenuation of 20-

22 yr magneti solar yle during the hyper-enturial Dalton minimum (1795-1825/1830) is

aompanied by strong drying and warming of the summers in Central Southern Bulgaria

during this time. The onset of new Dalton-type hyper-enturial minimum in the beginning

of the 21st entury orresponds to an analogous limati situation.
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Introdution

The idea to develop a method for limate reonstrution in the past, based

on an analysis of the width of the trees annual rings belongs to the Ameri-

an astronomer Andrew E. Douglass. Therefore, he is onsidered "the father

of dendro-hronology" (Frittz, 1973). Assuming that the limate depends on

the orresponding levels of the solar ativity in the past, Douglass onsidered

dendro-hronologial observations also as a method for analysis of the solar a-

tivity in the past. He reahed these ideas during his long walks in the Arizona

forests and the observations of the loggings there during the end of 19th and

the beginning of the 20th enturies. His point of view and his �rst results he

desribed in a number of papers and books published in the beginning of the

20th entury. The emergene of a dendro-hronology investigations shool and

the orresponding Laboratory of Tree-Ring Researh at the Arizona Univer-

sity, Tuson, is a diret onsequene of the pioneer works of Douglass and his

followers.

In the middle and the seond half of the 20th entury the dendro-hronolo-

gial method onsiderably developed. It beame a serious means for investiga-

ting the Sun-limate relations in the past. We will desribe here three of the

most interesting examples.

Data for the trees annual rings were used partially by Derek Shove for

obtaining his sequene of 11 years Solar yles during the last 2600 years,

known as "Shove series" (Shove, 1955, 1983). The in�uene of the 20-22

years Solar yle on the rain amount in the Western part of USA for the

period between the middle of the 17th and the end of the 20th enturies has

been established (Mithell et al., 1979).

The in�uene of the 200-210 year solar yle on the limate of the Central

Asia has been analyzed and established using data from the rings growth of

the Turkestan ypress (Rasspopov et al., 2008).

In November 2012 a projet dediated to dendro-hronology between the

Institute of Astronomy with Rozhen NAO, Bulgarian Aademy of Sienes and
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the Ministry of Agriulture and Food started. The main tasks of the investi-

gations, onneted with that projet, are listed below:

1. Investigation of the trees growth laws in the period 1750-2010/12 AD.

Investigation of trends and yles present in the annual rings of the trees sam-

ples. Main tree sample - Beeh (Fagus).

2. Investigation of statistial orrelations between the annual growth of the

annual rings and di�erent indexes of solar ativity, geophysial ativity and

the limate, orrespondingly.

3. Climate alibration for eah tree sample, i.e. �nding empirial relations

between trees annual growth and the limate data (rains and temperature) for

the orresponding region.

4. Investigation of the in�uene of the deep (so alled long term) solar

minima on the limate of the orresponding regions and their e�et on the

annual tree growth. The long term solar minima during the last 400 years are

Maunder minimum (1642-1715 AD) and Dalton minimum (1795/1798-1834

AD). Providing an analogous investigation of the e�et of the long term solar

minimum of Gleissberg-Gnevishev (1898-1923 AD).

5. Obtaining an information about long-term variations in the regime of

solar dynamo, i.e. the soure of the solar magneti �eld and its variations.

6. Prognosti models for the limate hange and for the tree growth rate

during 21st entury.

The ahievement of these targets requires a preliminary information and

larity onerning the following questions:

1. What do we know about the long term (over entury) dynamis and

solar ativity and the "Sun-limate" onnetion?

2. What do we know about the physial mehanisms responsible for the

"Sun-limate" onnetion?

3. What are the future and near future trends in the Sun behavior?

4. What do we know about the "Sun-limate" onnetion on the territory

of Bulgaria from instrumental data or/and historial douments?

1. "Sun-limate" onnetion

1.1. The solar yles and their limate "ehoes"

First let us make a short review of the basi solar ativity yles during the

postglaial period (Holoene, the last 11 000 years) from the view point of

di�erent studies of their e�et on the limate.

1. Short yles between 2 and 6 years. They are relatively unstable - typial

for the solar eruptive and orpusular ativity, for some types of protuberanes,

and they are less notable in the sunspot ativity. They have analogues in the

geomagneti ativity, the ontent of ozone, the atmospheri irulation and

ylogenesis, regional limati indexes - temperature, pressure, rains

2. Cyles of Shwabe-Wolf (∼ 11 yr) and Hale (20-22 yr). They are the best

studied solar yles. The theory of solar dynamo is based on the knowledge

aumulated about them. They are learly expressed in the regional limati

parameters.

3. Quasi-entury "multiplet" (55/60-120 yr) - 55-60 years yle is well

expres-sed in many regional parameters, as well as in the limate of the Earth's
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Northern Hemisphere; the yle of Gleissberg and the 110-120 yr variations are

more often met in regional limate parameters.

4. 200-210 and 2200-2400 year solar and limate yles.

In Fig. 1 a visualization of the trend of sunspot ativity during the last

400 years, based on telesope observations, is shown. It is seen that the short

peaks, that represent the 11-yr yles do not have equal height. A yli ten-

deny of the inrease and derease of their amplitude during the 80-100 yr

period is observed, whih is onsidered to be due to the entury (long term)

variations. The periods of week 11-yr yles are alled Maunder, Dalton and

Gleissberg-Gnevishev minima, orresponding respetively to the seond half of

17th, the beginning of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th entury. The

deepest among them is the Maunder minimum, when the 11-yr yle has been

extremely week and hardly notieable. The over entury asending trend in the

level of sunspot ativity is learly seen. The epoh of high solar ativity in the

middle and the seond half of the 20th entury is often alled in the sienti�

literature "Modern Maximum". The inrease of the mean temperature of the

Earth with about 1.2-1.5◦ C orresponds to the inrease of the solar ativity

during the last 400 years. To the Maunder Minimum orresponds, the so alled

"Little Ie-Age" and to the Modern solar long term maximum orresponds the

ontemporary "global warming" (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The international sunspot number (Ri) during the instrumental telesopi observa-

tions (1610-2008). The blue line indiates data inluded in the Zurih series.

A general tendeny exists - Longer solar yles exert stronger in�uene on

the limate and this in�uene has better expressed overall planetary harater.

1.2. The 200-210 yr solar yle and its in�uene on the Earth

limate

The 200-210 year solar yle has been found and studied mainly from indiret

data - the analysis of historial douments for the solarand geomagneti a-

tivity and the ontents of the osmogeneous radio isotopes

14
C and

10
Be in

di�erent ring and layer-type environments like annual rings of the trees, ave
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strutures, ontinental glaiers, et. (Shove, 1955; de Vries, 1958; Stuiver and

Quay, 1980; Damon and Sonett, 1991; Dergahev and Chistyakov, 1993). It an

be learly traed in the Shove series. The lear, several deades long epohs

of low solar ativity following at around 200 yr period, are mainly onneted

with this yle (Fig. 2). After 1000 AD they orrespond to the odd alendar

enturies and are known orrespondingly as the Minima of Oort, Wolf, Sp�oerer

and Maunder. The detail analysis shows that the Dalton minimum in the be-

ginning of the 19 entury is related to the 200 yr solar yle minimum, however

the Gleissberg-Gnevishev minimum is not related to it.

Fig. 2. Syntheti series of the sunspot numbers during the period 1099-2002 AD built on the

basis of the "Shove series" (Nagovitsyn et al. 2006) (a). The letters "O","W","S", "M", and

"D" indiate the minima of Oort, Wolf, Sp�orer, Maunder, and Dalton; Radioarbon series

of the annual tree rings for the last ∼ 1000 years (Stuiver and Quay, 1980) (b).

The 200-210 yr yle is partiularly well seen in the radioarbon data for

the tree rings, where the onneted with it minima orrespond to the maxima
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in the radioarbon ontents due to a phenomenon known as "Forbush e�et"

- the anti-orrelation between the level of the solar ativity and the galati

osmi rays �ux, from whih the osmogeneous radio isotopes are formed (Fig.

2) (Stuiver & Quay, 1980).

The 200-210 yr solar yle limate e�ets have besides regional also planeta-

ry harater. The Earth's average temperature variations in the range of 0.5

to 1.0 C are onneted with it. It is deteted in the width of the annual tree

rings on the basis of data from di�erent parts of the Earth. 200-210 yr yle is

a partiularly stable feature of the Earth limate. It an be traed bak until

the late Paleozoi Era (i.e. before 250 million yr) from analysis of sedimentary

roks (see Rasspopov et al., 2008 and ites therein).

1.3. The 2200-2400 yr solar yle (Hallstadtzeit) and the yle of

"little ie epohs"

2200-2400 yr solar yle (Hallstadtzeit) is the most powerful yli phenomenon

of the solar ativity during Holoene. (Damon and Sonett, 1991; Dergahev and

Chistyakov, 1993). It has been traed to over 100 000 yr bak in time, inluding

Wurm and Riss ie ages. It is established from studies of the radioarbon

ontent in the annual rings of trees, of orrals, ave formations. Its minima

phases are "Maunder-type" minima, the last of whih is the Maunder Minimum

itself. Its limate analogue is the yle of "Little Ie Ages", found at the end

of 60ies by the Amerian geologists Denton and Karlen (1973).

The limati e�et of the Hallstadtzeit is planetary. It auses temperature

variations of around 2-2.5 degrees.

An important harateristi of the 200 yr yle is that it's amplitude is

modulated by Hallstadtzeit (Damon and Sonett, 1991; Bonev et al., 2004;

Komitov and Kaftan, 2013). The best expressed is the 200 yr yle in the

desending phases of the last minimum and the Maunder type minima (Fig.

3). The two-entury yle in the near maxima epohs of Hallstadtzeit is least

visible.

Figure 3 presents the approximate alendar moments of the last minimum

and maximum of the 200-210 yr yle, orresponding respetively to 1850-51

AD and 1956-1963 AD (Zurih 11 yr yle No19 (SC19)), and the next will

be around 2061 AD. On the other hand the yle is in the desending phase

though still very powerful. It is seen from the sheme also, that at the moment

the Sun should be in the beginning of the Dalton-type minimum, resulting

mainly from the dereasing phase of the two-entury yle. Let us prove this

using the instrumental data for the solar ativity from the last years.

1.4. The Sun is at the beginning of Dalton-type minimum

In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 di�erent indexes of solar ativity are presented, for the

whole period and for their ontinuous observations. In panel Fig. 4 the monthly

values of the Wolf index (Ri) in the Zurih series from 1749 AD till Marh 2013

AD are given. The panel Fig. 5 presents the index TSI (total solar radiation),
shown as a omposite graph from the data of di�erent satellites for the period

1978-2011 AD. Conerning Ri index, the present 24th yle is ertainly the

weakest sine the beginning of the 20th entury, i.e. sine the solar yle No 14
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in the beginning of the minimum of Gleissberg-Gnevshev. On the other hand

the data from helio-seismology point that the next yle SC 25 is expeted to

be even weaker than SC 25, i.e. it will be the weakest during the last 200 years.

Fig. 3. The amplitude of the 200-210 yr solar yle in di�erent phases of Hallstadtzeit (Komi-

tov and Kaftan, 2013).

Having in mind these fats, and also the results from the study of the long-

term solar ativity, whih have been brie�y presented in Setions 1.2 and 1.3,

it should be onluded that the Sun is, most probably, in the beginning of a

new Dalton-type minimum. Aounting not only for the 200-210 yr yle, but

also for the in�uene and the impat of the other long-term solar variations, it

probably will be moderately deep, but at the same time quite long, enompas-

sing most of the 21st entury. This minimum has started during 2007-2008 yr,

and the 24th 11-yr yle in the Zurih series is the �rst that falls in this long-

term (entury) minimum. Meanwhile, some sientists present well grounded

opinions, that the tendeny of a new long-term minimum has started during the

desending phase of the solar ativity, 22th 11-yr yle, during 1993 (Duhau,

2003).

The fat that the Sun enters a new Dalton-type minimum inevitably re-

quires the analysis of su�iently old tree samples for the dendro-hronologial

analysis, i.e. suh that ontain information about the Dalton Minimum and at

least older than 200-250 yr.

1.5. Physial mehanisms of the "Sun-limate" relationship

The in�uene of the solar ativity on the Earth limate is not only overed by

the e�et due to the hange of TSI index, as is usually believed (Lean et al,

1995, 2002; Lean 2000, 2004). Quite often the role of solar ativity for limate

hanges is onneted with its e�et on the galati osmi rays (Svensmark

and Friiz-Christensen 1997; Yu 2002). The detail analysis of the available data
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shows that the variations of TSI onsists only up to 15-20% of the total e�et

of the solar ativity on limate. This fat was speially noted at the Meeting

under the auspies of the USA National Sienti� Counil, dediated to limate

problems, that took plae in the beginning of January 2013 (Fig.4,Fig.5).

Fig. 4. Monthly values of the sunspot numbers Ri (January 1749 - April 2013).

Fig. 5. Monthly values of the index TSI in the period November 1978 - Deember 2011.

The analysis of data points, that indiators, onneted with solar eruptions

and oronal mass ejetions and the solar high energy protons, whih often

aompany these phenomena, have a omparable, and in some ases stronger,
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in�uene than TSI and radiation indexes. There is already serious statistial

evidene that the Earth tetonis, inluding the volani ativity, is onsiderab-

ly in�uened by the solar ativity (Rogozhin and Shestopalov, 2007).

The solar ativity plays the role of a trigger for many tetoni phenomena -

strong earthquakes and volani eruptions (Komitov, 2011). That is an additio-

nal indiret hannel of solar in�uene on the limate. These irumstanes rep-

resent an important landmark for the investigation of diret statistial relations

between dendro-hronologial data and di�erent solar and geophysial indexes.

2. The data, pretreatment and methods of analysis

The new results, presented in this work, are based on the study of two old

lived beeh samples. Both are more than 200 yr old and have been taken from

two di�erent regions of Central Balkan Mountain Range from regions with

ommerial logging.

The �rst beeh sample ("Paisii-01"), whih is an objet of our analysis, has

been ut 30 years ago - in 1983 AD near the oal mine "Paisii", in the region of

the pass Hainboaz, to the North of the town Gurkovo, Stara Zagora distrit, at

an altitude of 500 meters, to the south of the main ridge of the Balkan Range.

The mehanial treatment and the detail measurements of the annual rings

width have been done 17 years later - in the period 2000-2001 AD. The sample

age have been determined to be 212 ± 1 years. The measurements have been

done at 8 di�erent radial diretions, at approximately 40-45 degrees. The pre-

ision of eah measurement was 0.1 mm. For the sake of auray the oldest

rings situated at the entral part have not been inluded in the analysis. The

measurements have been onduted from the outer part of the tree sample to-

wards the enter. For eah annual ring its average width has been obtained as

a mean on the basis of all 8 radial pro�les. This has been done to derease the

e�et of �utuations due to fators distorting the in�uene at di�erent dire-

tions. 1982 AD was aepted as a �rst alendar year of the series, i.e. the year

of the outermost fully built annual ring. The oldest annual ring used orre-

sponds to 1780 AD. The obtained average radial pro�le was further smoothed

on 5 values.

This has been done to derease the e�et of the time �utuations, and to

present better manifestation of the 10-11 yr yles and the longer ones. First

preliminary results have been desribed by Komitov and Vladimirov (2001).

In the beginning of April, 2013 for the realization of the ontrat between

the Institute of Astronomy with NAO Rozhen and the Ministry of Agriulture

and Food with the ollaboration and diret support of the administration of the

North-Central timber ompany in Gabrovo and state forestry "Rositsa", village

Stokite, Gabrovo distrit, two beeh samples have been taken from the region

of the Sevlievski Balkan - "Rositsa-01" and "Rositsa-02". These samples have

been delivered to PAO-Stara Zagora for mehanial treatment and analysis in

the Center for preliminary tehnial preparation and measurement of the tree

samples.

The age of "Rositsa-01" was determined to be 245±2 years, and orrespon-

dingly the age of "Rositsa-02" is ∼ 160 years. The study was onentrated on

"Rositsa-01" (Fig. 6), while "Rositsa-02" was used only for omparison beause

of its insu�ient age.
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The investigation and the orret interpretation of the limate trends in

Bulgaria on the basis of the annual rings requires data about the limate of

the regions of the tree samples and the orresponding alibration. Suh infor-

mation was taken for the period 1982-83 AD for 42 rain gauge stations and

31 limati stations, distributed at the ountry territory in onnetion with a

study arried out by Gogoshev and Komitov (1983) dediated to the in�uene

of the solar ativity on the limate of Bulgaria. There are available information

for almost half of them enompassing the period from 1899 to 1979 AD. The

data have been published in the yearly almanas of the Central Hydrology and

Meteorology Administration of BAS. The preliminary treatment inluded ob-

taining the semiannual values of the preipitations and temperatures for eah

station. The period November-April was hosen as the old semi-annual pe-

riod, while the period May-Otober orresponds to the warm one. In 1997 AD

the information for some of the stations was ompleted with data for the next

15 years, i.e. till 1994 AD.

Fig. 6. Tree sample "Rositsa-01".

The obtained from the measurements time series of the annual rings of the

tree samples have been tested for statistially signi�ant trends and yles.

T-R periodogram proedure has been used as method for studying of yles

and their rigidity (stability) in time. It has been desribed in our previous

papers (Komitov 1986; Komitov 1997, 2007), therefore it will not be disussed

here in detail. The obtained results have been used to build models of the

orresponding time series. On their turn, the latter have been extrapolated

outside the time intervals of the data samples, inorder to be used for foreast.

The limate alibration of the samples has been done using regression and

orrelation analysis. Attempts have been maid to improve the obtained rela-

tions using nonlinear approximations. The nonlinear e�ets have been proved

to be statistially insigni�ant .
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3. Results and analysis

3.1. "Paisii-01"

The obtained smoothed time series are presented in Fig.7. On one hand the 20-

22 yr yle is well notieable in the data. The loal minima of the smoothed ring

widths (parameter Dm) are onneted with this yling. The orresponding

minima, with the exeption of one from the end of the 19th entury, orrespond

to the maxima of the 11 yr solar yles with even numbers in the Zurih series.

Fig. 7. Smoothed time series of the widths of the annual rings for tree sample "Paisii-01".

On the other hand, it is learly seen that the amplitudes of this ∼ 20 yr

limati yle are not equal. It is powerful in the middle of the 19th entury,

but after it onsiderably weakens till 1940 AD, and then it strengthens again

and reahes high amplitudes during the 60s and 70s of the 20th entury. The

trend of the graph towards the end of the 18th entury is intriguing. The values

of Dm are initially high and begin to derease until the near-maximum phase

of the 11 yr solar ativity yle with an even number 4 (SC 4), where a "step"

forms. However, instead of going up again, as the typial behavior is for other

ases of even yle after maximum, the smoothed widths quikly go down. This

means that a strong additional fator begins to at after the SC 4 maximum.

Without doubt this fator is the start of Dalton Minimum.

From heliophysial point of view this phenomenon is onneted with the

onsiderable and sharp redution of the solar magneti �ux, whih on its turn

leads to a derease of the amplitude of the next two 11 yr yles and to an

almost total suppression of the 22 yr yle. This on its turn re�ets on the

limati onditions of the region, from whih the probe has been taken and

orresponds to a very slow pulp growth. Things hange towards 1830 AD,

orresponding to the exit of the Sun from the Dalton Minimum.

The limate, and orrespondingly the annual rings of this sample have

reated somehow also to the minimum of Gleissberg-Gnevishev (1898-1923
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AD). It seems that the deep minimum around 1895-1900 AD is related to the

same one, but it is out of the usual frame for this series 20-22 yr periodiity.

Using the proedure of the "T-R periodogram analysis" we have analyzed

the time series of the averaged and smoothed values of the annual ring widths

of the sample "Paisii-01". The 18-24 yr (mean ∼ 21 yr) plus 50 yr, 67 yr, and

116 yr yles have been found to be statistially signi�ant (Fig. 8). It was to

some extend striking that 200 yr long yle has not been deteted, though the

Minimum of Dalton has been learly seen in the data. The reason for that will

be revealed after more thorough investigation of samples from the southern

slopes of the Balkan Range.

Fig. 8. T-R orrelogram of the smoothed widths time series of the annual rings for tree

sample "Paisii-01".

Fig. 9 shows a parameter, determined on the basis of T-R periodogram

proedure and whih haraterizes the hanges of the amplitude of the deviati-

ons in the range 18-24 years, i.e. a range whih is entered at a period 21 yr.

The plot illustrates the three periods of the 20-22 yr yle between 1780-1980

AD, during whih it is the weakest. They orrespond to the Dalton Minimum,

to the end of 19th entury (i.e around 1880-1900 AD) and around 1940 AD.

It is interesting that the dynamis of this parameter during the 20th entury

orresponds well to ertain hanges in the regime of matter transfer in the

onvetive zone of the Sun, desribed by Georgieva and Kirov (2011). As an

be seen, this is a yli proess and its average duration is ∼ 60 years.

The statistial relations between the smoothed values of the annual rings

widths of the sample "Paisii-01" and the smoothed 5 year data for the tempera-

tures and rains in nearby stations have been studied. The target was to make a

limati alibration for the sample using one of the two parameters (or both).

Five loser by stations have been hosen, namely Stara Zagora, Kazanlak,

Gabrovo, Veliko Tarnovo and Sliven.

It has been established that the strongest orrelations with the preipitati-

ons and the temperatures during the warm semi-annual period orrespond

to the stations Kazanlak and Stara Zagora. The data orrelations have been

found equally good for both stations. A positive orrelation was found (r =
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+0.71) between the widths of the annual rings of "Paisii-01" and the amount

of preipitations in Stara Zagora. The orresponding oe�ient (fator) for

Kazanlak is r = +0.72. The orrelation fator with the temperature was

found to be smaller and with similar values for the two stations (r = − 0.69).
Thus, it beame lear that the intensive growth of the tree, from whih the

sample "Paisii-01" has been taken has ourred during the periods with older

and rainier summers.

Fig. 9. Integral power parameter S (see Komitov, 1997) of quasi 20-yr osillations in time

series of the smoothed widths of the annual rings for the tree sample "Paisii-01".

Vie-versa, the narrow annual rings show a tendeny to group towards the

hotter and drier summer periods. However, the fat that the loal minima

of the summer rains and orrespondingly the hottest summers are grouped

around the maxima of the even 11 yr solar yles, is in good agreement with

the onlusions of our studies during the 80s about the in�uene of the 20-22

yr solar yle on the limate of South Bulgaria, based on instrumental data.

It seems that the Dalton Minimum was a period of hot and dry summers

in the Southern Bulgaria. Is it possible, however, to obtain some onlusions

about the winter period?

Unfortunately the beeh is a deiduous tree and its vegetation period or-

responds to the warm semi- year period. Nevertheless, a orrelation, though

smaller, has been found with the winter temperatures of Veliko Tarnovo and

the orresponding orrelation fator was found to be r = +0.56. This o-

e�ient is too weak for �rm onlusions, but it still shows a tendeny that

narrower annual rings orrespond to the lower temperatures during the old

semi-annual period. Most probably the old and longer winters slow down the

growth of the tree in spring.

If this is really the ase, then the Dalton Minimum in our lands is harate-

rized exept with the hot and dry summers also with older winters or (most

probably) older early spring. This on its turn means more ontinental limate.

This onlusion should be heked on the basis of analysis of numerous tree

samples.
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Using the statistially reliable yles, determined from T-R periodogram

analysis, a model of the time series of the smoothed widths of the annual

rings of the sample "Paisii-01" has been built (Fig. 10). The orrelation fator

between the model and atual values is 0.82. It is denoted in the �gure by solid

line. The model has been extrapolated for the next 30 years after 1980 AD,

the year for whih the last smoothed value of the original data is available.

Fig. 10. Model of the time series of the smoothed widths of the annual rings for tree sample

"Paisii-01", obtained on the basis of T-R orrelogram, given in Fig. 8.

As it an be judged from Fig.10, the extrapolation points to a quik dere-

ase of the annual rings widths from the beginning of the 80s till around 2010

AD. Taking into aount also the results of the limate alibration, this ex-

trapolation an be aepted as a foreast for upoming long period of dry and

hot summers, whih starts after the maximum phase of the solar 11 yr yle

No 21 (SC 21). In the beginning it follows a quik derease until the maximum

of the even yle No22 and some inrease during the 90s, whih however is

muh weaker than the one during the 70s. This shows that very soon after the

maximum of the 22 yle a proess has started, very similar to the situation

after the maximum of the solar yle 4 at the end of the 18 entury. Indeed,

as it has been already stated in Setion 2.4., some researhers have provided

strong arguments pointing that the transfer to the new Dalton-type minimum

has started not at the end of yle 23, but during 1993 AD, i.e. soon after the

maximum of SC 22.

Thus the extrapolation of our model presents not only a foreast for upo-

ming dry and hot summer period in Southern Bulgaria, but also for new

Dalton-type minimum. Naturally, this result inreases the interest for further

studies of other beeh samples. Suh a possibility has appeared in 2013 AD

and is diretly onneted with the present projet.
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3.2. "Rositsa-01"

The innermost entral part of the tree has not been inluded in the analysis

beause of the abnormal struture of "Rositsa-01" in the entral part of the

sample as well as due to di�erent nonlinear e�ets and deviations in the earliest

period of the tree growth. The results were atually obtained on the basis of 4

radial pro�les. Two of these were 221-yr old, while the other two - 200 yr. The

200 yr pro�le for the period 1811-2011 AD, averaged on 5 radii and smoothed

over 5 yr, is shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Smoothed time series of the widths of the annual rings for the tree sample "Rositsa-

01": 200-yr pro�les 1-4.

The main di�erene between it and the orresponding plot for the sample

"Paisii-01" is the learly observable 200 yr wave, starting with a deep minimum

in the beginning of 19th entury (Dalton Minimum) and ending with another

well expressed minimum at the very end of the 20th and the beginning of the

21st entury.

On the plots in Fig.11 the loal minima around the maxima of the even

11 yr yles are learly seen. In ontrast to the sample "Paisii-01" the depths

of these minima di�er muh strongly. It is obvious, that these depths depend

strongly on the phase of the 200 yr wave. The amplitudes of the 20-22 yr yle,

orresponding to the asending and desending trends of the 200 yr yle,

are the strongest. These amplitudes almost disappear around its maximum,

whih oinides approximately with the solar entury minimum of Gleissberg-

Gnevishev. Apropos, the peak of the annual rings growth during this minimum

learly stands out and dominates over the other two epohs of strong growth

of the sample around 1860-1870 and 1960-1980 AD.

This is the seond essential di�erene from the sample from Hainboaz,

however it is the main reason the 200 yr yle in the region of the Sevliev

Balkan to have so strongly expressed quasi-periodi trend. In ontrast, the

quasi-entury and sub-entury periodiities are onsiderably worse expressed.
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This is also on�rmed by the T-R spetrum of the smoothed series of the

ring widths of "Rositsa-01" sample (Fig. 12). The two entury 200-210 yr yle

is present in this spetrum with a powerful peak with a period equal to 207 yr

with a high orrelation fator - almost 0.8.

Fig. 12. T-R orrelogram of the time series of the smoothed widths of the annual rings forthe

tree sample "Rositsa-01": 200-yr pro�les 1-4.

On the other hand, the quasi 120 yr yle here is replaed by another

omponent of the entury "multiplet", namely the analogue of the solar yle

of Gleissberg. The quasi 60 yr yle here is presented by its shorter variant as

a 55 yr yle, as it atually has been found in the summer preipitations of the

Southern Bulgaria. The presene of statistially signi�ant double Hale 40 yr

yle (∼ 40− 44 yr) is striking. Its robust presene in the Solar behavior has

been �nally proven by Javaraiah (2003).

In Fig. 13 the averaged and smoothed data are shown, obtained only on the

basis of the longer 221 yr pro�les. We wanted to hek the importane for the

results of the inlusion or exlusion of an extra pro�le in ase of small number of

averaged radial pro�les. It an be seen from the plot that there is no di�erene

between the ases of averaging on 2 or on 4 radial pro�les, and the data values

di�er slightly as well. The only one more onsiderable di�erene onsists in the

better representation of the 20-22 yr yle in the ase of 2 averaged pro�les.

The data from the nearby meteorologial stations Gabrovo and Pleven were

used for limate alibration of the sample "Rositsa-01".

Statistially signi�ant relationships with the summer rainfalls and tempe-

ratures in both stations have been found. However, only the relationship with

the average temperatures during the warm semi-annual period of Pleven sta-

tion was found to be of prognosti signi�ane, though almost at the minimal

threshold of the F -riteria of Snedekor-Fisher. The found relationship points

that the annual ring width of "Rositsa-01" is inversely proportional to the tem-

perature, i.e. slow beeh growth orresponds to hot summers (Fig. 14). This
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result is in aordane with the analogous one for the sample "Paisii-01" of the

Southern slope of the Balkan range.

Fig. 13. Smoothed time series of the widths of the annual rings for the tree sample "Rositsa-

01": 200-yr pro�les 3 and 4.

The onsiderable derease of the width of the annual rings of "Rositsa-

01" at the end of the 20th entury is atually an independent on�rmation of

the foreast for summer drought and for the onset of the Dalton-type solar

minimum around the end of the 20th and the beginning of the 21st entury,

obtained from the "Paisii-01" sample on the basis of data till 1982 AD. From

this point of view this an be interpreted as a suessful example of "epignose"

(i.e. a test foreast on previously known trend of the studied parameter).

As in the ase of "Paisii-01", a model of the time series has been built

for "Rositsa-01", based on the disovered statistially signi�ant yles (Fig.

15). This model has a high orrelation fator with the original data, namely

0.91. It is extrapolated for the period between 2011 and 2040 AD. It is learly

observable from it that the minimum of the annual rings (i.e. the maximum

of the summer warming) has already been reahed around the beginning of

the even 24 yr solar yle. There follows a period of a gradual ooling of the

limate, whih is expeted to inrease rapidly after 2030 AD.

4. Disussion

The obtained and presented results till now onern two tree samples of one

and the same type. Still, though not numerous, even at this stage of the study

they allow us to make some interesting preliminary interpretations.

First, 20-22 yr yle is seen in the annual rings widths of both samples. It

is strongly expressed and the orresponding T-R spetrum is well notieable in

the data of the sample "Paisii-01", whih is taken from a site, situated at the

southern slopes of the Balkan Range. Also it has been shown that although
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seen in the data of "Rositsa-01", it is strongly "damped" by the powerful 200

yr wave, obviously onneted with the 200-210 yr solar limate yle.

Fig. 14. Relationship between the smoothed values of the width Dm of the annual rings

of the tree sample "Rositsa-01" and the average temperature during the warm semi-annual

period Ts in a station Pleven in the period 1899-1994.

At the same time, as it an be seen on the orresponding T-R orrelogram,

it is around the ritial threshold at 95% C.L. (R/SR ≈ 2; SR is the error of

the orresponding orrelation fator R). Does that mean that during the warm

semi-annual periods in the limate of Southern Bulgaria during the last two

enturies the 20-22 yr yle has been more expressed than to the North of the

main hain of the Balkan Range?

Let us look at independent results onerning that, obtained in the 80s.

At that time, at the Basi observatory "Yurij Gagarin" - Stara Zagora of the
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Central Laboratory for Cosmi Researh of BAS a three year program was

realized. This program is dediated to the study of the in�uene of solar ativ-

ity on Bulgaria limate during the 20th entury on the basis of a maximally

omplete sample of instrumental data for the period 1899-1979 AD.

Fig. 15. Model of the time series of the smoothed widths of the annual rings for tree sample

"Rositsa-01", obtained on the basis of the T-R orrelogram, given in Fig. 11.

Atually, the net of stations used at that period is used for the limate

alibration of the tree samples of the urrent program. The obtained results by

Komitov (1981, 1986) and Gogoshev and Komitov (1983) showed that during

the studied period (almost 80 yr long, namely 1899-1979 AD), on most of the

Bulgaria's territory the 20-22 yr variations of the preipitations and the tem-

perature during the warm semi-annual period, related with the solar magneti

Hale yle, have been observed. In Northern Bulgaria, however, suh variations

were almost absent and pratially they have been found with some statistial

signi�ane only in the data of three of the studied stations, namely Pleven,

Suhindol and Varshets (Fig. 16).

The obtained results from the present study ertainly on�rm the di�erene

in the level of limate in�uene of the solar Hale yle on di�erent sides of the

Central Chain of the Balkan Range, whih di�erene have been found three

deades ago. Again, similar to the ase of instrumental data, it is more strongly

expressed to the South of the Central Chain. What might be the reason for

that?

Most probably it is due to the dynamis of the Mediterranean ylones.

As far as an be judged from the instrumental and the dendro-hronologial

data of the studied tree samples, during the last two enturies, its in�uene

has been onsiderably stronger in Southern than in Northern Bulgaria. This

seems logial even from simple physis-geographial onsiderations. Due to the

fat that ylogenesis in the Western Mediterranean is diretly related to the

ativity of the Ieland bari minimum, these results present an indiret inde-

pendent on�rmation of the in�uene of 20-22 yr solar yle on the dynamis

of this big bari enter of the Northern Hemisphere.
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This fat has been found and investigated by many researhers sine the

Seond World War till now (Rubashev, 1963 and the itations there in; Shour-

mans and Oort, 1969; Vitinski et al., 1976 and the itations there in; Herman

and Goldberg, 1978 and the itations there in).

Fig. 16. 20-22 yr yle during the warm semi-annual period in the limate of Southern

Bulgaria by instrumental data for the period 1899-1979. The dark irles indiate the stations,

in whih that yle is determined with on�dene level ≥ 95% (Gogoshev and Komitov,

1983).

The better manifestation of the 200-210 yr solar limate yle during the

warm semi-annual period of Northern Bulgaria perhaps is a onsequene of the

fat, that this yle is less expressed (or spei�ally expressed) in the behavior

of the Ieland bari minimum and, respetively, of the Mediterranean ylones.

As it has been mentioned already, this question will be disussed in more

detail after the proessing of the data from more tree samples, whih will be

ompared with the dendro-hronologial data from other parts of the Northern

Hemisphere. Here we would like only to remind again, that the limate e�et

of the 200-210 yr yle is observable both at regional and planetary sale, while

the in�uene of the 20-22 yr yle has regional harater and it shows in regions

with transitional ontinental and subtropial limate.

From the presented results it an be onluded that the over entury long

Dalton-type minima are periods during whih 20-22 yr limate yle not only

onsiderably dereases but pratially temporarily disappears. As disussed

already, this is most probably onneted with the long term derease of the

magneti �ux of the Sun and the formation of series of weak (two or more)

11-yr yles. The results of Mithel et al. (1979) led to the same onlusion.

These authors, on the basis of a study of the annual tree rings of numerous

redwood samples from the Western part of USA, have found that 20-22 yr yle

is robustly presented in the limate of this region, at least sine 17th entury

till now. Meanwhile they have found that it onsiderably dereased during the

minima of Maunder, Dalton and Gleissberg-Gnevishev, orresponding respe-

tively to the seond half of the 17th entury, the beginning of the 19th entury

and the beginning of the 20th entury.

Here is the plae to note also that an observable derease of the 20-22 yr

yle amplitude in the data for the annual rings widths of "Rositsa-01" exists

also during the Gleissberg-Gnevishev Minimum (1898-1923 AD). However, as

an be seen from Fig.11, in ontrast to the Dalton Minimum and the new over
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entury long minimum in the beginning of the 21 entury, Gleissberg-Gnevishev

Minimum is onneted to big annual ring widths and weakly expressed mini-

mum of the solar yle No14 (SC 14), i.e. to ool summers.

It is quite possible that the Minimum of Gleissberg-Gnevishev has been a

period during whih the limate ontrasts during the warm semi-annual period

between Northern and Southern Bulgaria were big. In Northern Bulgaria they

were ool, while to the South of the Balkan Range they were rather dry and

hot, and the synhronization with 20-22 yr yle was omparatively good. Still,

there also exists ertain ollapse and an evidene of the "exess minimum" in

the tree rings of "Paisii-01" at the end of the 19th entury. The latter perhaps

is an indiation of the ourrene of a Sun event analogous to the one whih

happened after the maximum of even solar yle No 4 in the beginning of the

Dalton Minimum. However, it has been short lasting.

Conlusion

The asertainment that at present the limate of Bulgaria is in a period sim-

ilar to the one orresponding to the solar Dalton Minimum, leads to three

important onlusions.

1. The ontemporary period of hot and dry summers is a result of onsequen-

tial quasi-periodi proesses, related to the long term behavior of the Sun. This

onerns time sales beyond the 11 and 22 yr yles, orresponding to limate

e�ets aused by the onrete phase of the 200-210 yr solar yle. To some

extend the situation is onneted also with the urrent phase of the over mil-

lennium 2200-2400 yr solar yle (Hallstadtzeit), whih role, however, we have

only brie�y touhed. Therefore, we onsider it unneessary to inlude the hy-

pothesis of an additional soure of warming during the last 30 yr, as it has

been done by some authors (Lokwood and Frolih 2007).

2. The period of the ontemporary warming of the summer periods has

ourred in two phases. During the �rst phase after the maximum of the solar

yle with Zurih number 21 (SC 21) during 1980-81 AD the "regular" heating

and drying of the warm semi-annual period have started. It ontinued till

the maximum of the solar yle No 22, i.e. until 1989-91 AD. However, soon

after that long term hanges in the regime of the solar matter transfer in the

onvetive zone have started. This lead to the shortening of the SC22, whih

lasted only 9.6 years. Therefore this yle ended too early, namely in May

1996 AD. Pratially, this has led to the onset of the Dalton-type minimum,

observed after the end of the solar yle No 23 (SC 23) during 2007-2008 AD.

The proess has been aompanied by sharp redution of the 20-22 yr solar

yle during the desending phase of SC 22. This re�eted on limate, leading

to onsiderable derease of the ativity of the Ieland Minimum and to the

establishment of a long period of dry and hot summers in the South-Eastern

Europe at the end of the 20th and the beginning of the 21st entury. The

maximal phase of this proess has been reahed around 2007 AD, i.e. just

before the atual observable start of the new Dalton-type maximum.

3. In the long term a slow restoration of the amplitude of the 20-22 yr solar

yle is expeted. However, the proess will beome notieable after the end

of the solar yle with Zurih number 25 (SC 25), i.e. after 2028-2030 AD.

A weakly expressed ooling and humidi�ation of the summer periods is to
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be expeted between the maxima of the urrent and the following 11-yr solar

yle, i.e. between 2013/2014 and 2025 AD.

4. The known instrumental data series, here and abroad, are too short to

be used as the sole basis for interpretation of the limate urrent state and

its future hanges. The use of the indiret data an provide good results only

when the orresponding series have minimum 200 yr length. This onerns the

dendro-hronologial data, as well.
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